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COSMETICS AND HOMOEOPATHY

It is one’s internal desire, that he or she should look beautiful. To achieve effect is
made but generally on the physical plane. The physical is the reflection of one’s internal.
It is the cause that in spite of all efforts, on physical level nothing good is achieved.
It is the natural phenomenon that all the internal disturbances are being reflected
on surface or within out. In homoeopathy this law of nature has been discovered just like
Newton discovered the law of gravitation. The internal disturbances appear on skin
making once appearance ugly. These manifestations are  Skin eruptions – acne, eczema, psoriasis, urticaria, warts and ringwarm
 Hyper pigmentation – chloasma, dark discoloration of face and other body
parts.
 Hypo pigmentation – vitiligo ( white patches of skin)
 Hair problems – hair loss, premature graying of hair, bald ness, laces and
dandruff.
 Nail problems- stunted growth, deformed and split nails.
 Excessive dryness or oily skin.
 Masculine distribution of hair in woman.
 Scars
There are various modern method to remove the above mentioned condition by
chemical (cosmetics), radiations (laser therapy) and surgery. All these measures consider
that these conditions are separate phenomenon. Thus these measures are suppressive and
only remove the end product and not the cause. Actually applying lotions, ointments and
other measures, the disease is being forced to the internal system. This causes internal
disturbances. More the suppression on physical body, greater is suffering in the internal
system.
Internal disturbances, as fast as, the vital force, which maintains the life, are being
thrown outside. Homoeopathy acts on one’s internal energy, when in its natural form, is
reflected on outer envelope, the skin. It is therefore natural healing system. Which offers
the most permanent and natural treatment by treating the root cause of disease.
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